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Título y descripción del proyecto

Deterministic feature decoupling applied to improving deep neural networks
performance
A major problem when extracting discrete features (explicit global functions) from data is their
algebraic mutual dependence. Recently, we have devised a method, termed "Nested
Normalization", for obtaining decoupled features from given sets of algebraically coupled
ones. This method consists in performing an ODE-based sequential feature normalization,
which provides, in favorable cases, new features having mutually orthogonal gradients. We
have demonstrated in several analysis examples (for texture classification and statistical
regression) that such a feature orthogonalization typically has a strongly positive effect on the
performance of feature-based analysis tasks. Furthermore, we have also applied it to signal
synthesis and style transfer with highly promising results.
In a new research phase, we want to investigate the application of deterministic decoupling to
(non-explicit) features automatically learned during the training of deep networks. There are
two possible scenarios: in the first one, we started from an already trained convolutional
neural network (CNN) define some per-layer features (as spatial averages of neural responses
at given layers), and attempt to decouple these features through the different layers. We apply
this to improve style transfer. In the second one, we apply the deterministic decoupling
concept to try to impose gradient orthogonality to the weights being learned.
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